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Craig Sanderson - Senior Director, Product Management (Security) 

 
Craig Sanderson has worked in the IT security industry for 17 years, consulting for Cisco in 
the UK and Europe as well as having roles in solution architecture, product management 
and business development. Craig specialized in IP Voice and Video security but has a broad 
range of experience in network security ranging from VPN, Firewall, IPS to network 
admission control and DDOS mitigation. He is now the senior director of product 
management for Infoblox’s security products 
 
 
Topic: Securing DNS and Enabling a Threat Intelligence Architecture with Infoblox 
 Why our unique approach to security DNS is essential in modern security architectures 
 What kinds of threats are we seeing to DNS (user examples) 
 How better threat intelligence enables stronger security 
 How the IID acquisition enhances our portfolio 
 Infoblox will become the central part of a security ecosystem of partners, enabling data 

sharing among various parties so you can make faster security policy decisions 
 

 
Philip Parker – Technical Marketing Engineer 
 
Philip Parker has been in networking and IT for over 20 years, including positions at Cisco 
and Stratacom.  He has been with Infoblox for 5 years where he is now the Senior Technical 
Marketing Engineer specializing in DNS security.  Philip is our resident technical expert in 
how to exploit DNS for exfiltrating data out of networks, as well as how to prevent such 
attacks. 
 
Topic: DNS Tunnelling, Data Exfiltration and how to prevent data breaches over DNS  
 How DNS tunnelling can get data past firewalls and out of your network 
 How Infoblox Threat Analytics works to stop DNS tunnelling 
 The real risk to DNS from both inside and outside the network (other top threats) 
 How ADP can stop these before they affect your DNS or the networks behind it 
 

 


